THE ULTIMATE CAR DISMANTLING SYSTEM

An environmental friendly way of car recycling!
Car Recycling Systems (CRS) is the inventor of the ultimate Car Dismantling System. It is a
large scale dismantling system
to dismantle up to 10,000 cars a year (200 a week). It is both a
smart way of working
in a
specific order
as it provides the
right tools
for the right job. It’s like a reversed car assembly line.
This patent for (North) America is now for sale!

CRS is selling its patent. Until the patent is sold CRS keeps selling individual dismantling
lines
!

Please contact us if you are interested in the Car Dismantling System instead of the patent or
click here
.

It has never been easier, cheaper and faster to dismantle a car and recycle the parts. CRS
proves that
financial benefits and saving the
environment
go along very well.
- Large scale dismantling so separated materials can be marketed as raw materials or
parts…
good for your wallet.
- Reduction of unnecessary environmental damage because car wrecks are dismantled and
not shredded (included pieces of rubber, plastic, textile, glass, oils, etc.)…
good for the
environment!
- Safe and labor friendly working conditions because the CRS line is build around the
human instead of the other way around. No more bending, stretching and crawling...
good
for the employees!
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- Very low DCC (dismantling costs per car)… good for a competitive advantage!

Potential market. Americans own more than 240 million cars! If they can be dismantled using
the most efficient and most environmental friendly possible way (CRS line) every 15 year
(assuming this is the average life time of a car) it takes 1,600 CRS lines to do the job. So this
patent is really worth buying!
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